
ICB Part 4 The Corner Partner Names: _____________________________________________________________     1B    or    4B 

Lesson 1: p. 251-279 (book) 

1. How does Mrs. Meir perfectly embody the collective sentiments/beliefs/attitudes of Holcomb? 

2. What does Perry finally admit, and why?  

3. What evidence do the detectives collect? 

4. How does Capote describe the defense attorneys? 

5. What is Duane West’s request, and why does he make it?  

6. How does Dick continue to manipulate his father? What does this tell the reader? 

7. How does Perry substantiate Barbara’s fears of him? 

8. How does Perry now feel about Dick? 

9. What effect does Don’s letter create? 

10. What does Perry realize about the grey tom cats? 

11. What is Perry’s final method of escape? 

12. What image re-appears to save Perry? 

13. Why is Garden City a good place for the trial? 

14. How does Judge Tate decide the sanity determination? 

15. What does Capote suggest about the large turnout for the Clutter auction? 

16. What emotion is Capote creating at the end of the auction? 

17. What is your reaction to the opening quote from the newspaper in this chapter? 

18. What simile does Capote’s create (after the clothing descriptions) to describe Perry’s desolation? 

19. What is Capote implying with his characterizations of the jurors? 

20. IS Dick really admitting to a psychological illness in his letter to Dr. Jones, or is another con? 

Cooperative Learning Assignment 
Directions: In a two column chart on another sheet of paper, list the reasons why Dick and Perry should have been examined by 
doctors form Larnard State Mental Hospital and the reasons why that examination was unnecessary. 

 



 

Lesson 2: p. 279-307 (book) 

 “And it wasn’t because of anything the Clutters did. They never hurt me. Like other people. Like other people have all of my 

life. Maybe it’s just that the Clutters were the ones who had to pay for it.” 

1. How does Arthur Clutter finally reveal negative emotions about Perry and Dick? 

2. How does Capote describe Dick’s and Perry’s court room demeanor? 

3. Why is Richard G. Rohleder called to the witness stand? 

4. What is the effect of the photographs on the jurors? 

5. How does Capote describe Well’s testimony? 

6. How is Fleming trying to shift the blame to Floyd Wels? 

7. How does Smith attack Wells? 

8. How does Mrs. Hickock bring a mother’s perspective to the trial? 

9. How does Capote create the chilling mood in this chapter? 

10. How is Dick’s car crash/head injury/personality change debunked by Harrison Smith? 

11. How is Dr. Jones testimony limited? What would like to have said? 

12. How does Dr. Jones shock the court with answer about Perry’s sanity? 

13. What is Dr. Jones actually evaluation of Perry? 

Read Think Write 
Directions: In an organized and effective manner, using specific references to the text/s, address the following idea. After reading 
the two diagnoses from Dr. Jones, how do you now feel about the sanity or insanity of Dick and Perry? Should they still face the 
death penalty? 

 


